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Abstract
The paper presents results of investigations performed in a wave channel in order
to determine associations between the dissipation of surface wave energy during
breaking and acoustic noise emission.
The experiments were carried out in fresh water in the Large Wave Flume
(GWK) at the Forschungszentrum Küste (FZK) in Hanover (Germany). Relationships between the acoustic noise energy and losses of surface wave energy were
estimated over the broad acoustic frequency band from 350 to 12 500 Hz, and the
characteristic temporal changes of the spectral properties of noise in the breaking
process were demonstrated.
* The experimental part of the work was supported by an EC grant ‘Transnational
access to large-scale tests in the large wave ﬂume (GWK) at the Forschungszentrum
Küste (FZK)’ contract No. HPRI–2001–CT–00157.
The complete text of the paper is available at http://www.iopan.gda.pl/oceanologia/
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It was found that the ratio of acoustic noise energy generated during wave
breaking to the energy dissipation of single plunging breakers with heights of 1.6–
2.8 m were in the 10−9 –10−8 range and found to be in reasonable agreement with
the results of some previous experiments performed for smaller scales of breaking
wave.
The study contributes to the development of a passive acoustic method for the
parameterization of sea surface dynamic processes.

1. Introduction
In recent decades, acoustic oceanographers have shown increasing
interest in the more accurate quantiﬁcation of the characteristics of
a number of dynamic processes at the air-sea boundary, such as wave energy
dissipation, gas exchange rates and the nature of rain. It was suggested that
further progress in this ﬁeld could be made by implementing passive acoustic
methods (Nystuen 1986, Ding & Farmer 1993, Means & Heitmeyer 2002,
Makris & Wilson 2008).
Dynamic processes at the sea-atmosphere boundary, such as wave
breaking, play a dominant role in the generation of ambient sea noise.
This noise is produced over the whole spectrum of wave-breaking event
intensities, from the smallest spills and splashes to stormy breakers.
Nowadays, it is an accepted fact that the majority of noise in the ocean,
especially in the mid-frequency audio range, is attributable to newly-formed
acoustically active bubbles formed during wave breaking. Such newlyformed bubbles, entrained into the turbulent water body and excited by
pressure ﬂuctuations, oscillate in diﬀerent modes emitting acoustic waves.
A key problem concerning atmosphere-ocean interaction is mass exchange. The results of numerous experiments and theoretical models have
revealed that the gas transfer rate depends on the entrained bubble
concentration. It was subsequently found that passive acoustic techniques
would be useful for evaluating gas exchange between the sea and the
atmosphere (e.g. Makris & Wilson 2008).
There are two types of bubble noise in the sea: noise in the frequency
range above 1 kHz, which is the result of volumetric radial oscillations of
individual bubbles (e.g. Medwin & Daniel 1990, Updegraﬀ & Anderson
1991), and noise at lower frequencies, at which sounds are generated by
bubble clouds oscillating as a whole entity (Loewen & Melville 1994).
Several laboratory and ﬁeld experiments have demonstrated a correlation between surface wave energy dissipation and noise intensity. In
recent years, much eﬀort has been expended in determining the functional
dependence between noise level and the parameters of wave breaking
processes (Lamarre & Melville 1991, Hollett 1994, Deane & Stokes 1999,
2002, 2010, Means & Heitmeyer 2001, 2002, Deane 2012). For example,
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Loewen & Melville (1991) showed in their wave channel experiment that
the energy of noise is well correlated with the wave energy dissipated as
a result of breaking and stated that a signiﬁcant part of the dissipated
energy was consumed in thrusting the air bubbles downwards. In another
laboratory experiment, Lamarre & Melville (1991) showed that as much as
50% of the wave energy would be dissipated in pushing the air bubbles into
the water body against buoyancy forces. Manasseh et al. (2006) developed
a statistical method for acoustically identifying breaking wind waves and
relating the sound to the energy dissipated.
In view of the observed relationship between the energy of the noise
produced and the dissipated mechanical energy of a breaking wave, it was
suggested that the dissipation of wind wave energy in the Ocean should be
estimated by means of ambient sea noise measurements.
Field experiments performed by Means & Heitmeyer (2002) in the shore
zone showed that there are distinct diﬀerences in the character of noise
spectra for diﬀerent types of wave breaking. On the basis of the slope of the
noise spectra, this allows one to discriminate between plunging and spilling
waves.
In the context of the scientiﬁc problem presented in this paper, most
current research aiming to determine noise–wave energy dissipation relationships have been concerned with plungers of relatively small amplitude.
On the basis of results of both laboratory and ﬁeld experiments, diﬀerent
investigators have found that the ratio of acoustic energy generated during
a breaking event to the dissipated wave energy extends over a very broad
range, from 1.6 × 10−10 to 10−6 (Table 1, section 5). Such a spread may be
due to the diﬀerent physical models implemented in the simulation of wave
breaking processes. Simulations intended to mimic breaking processes at
sea have sometimes been quite diﬀerent from real wave breaking. Moreover,
such investigations have been performed in diverse environments, i.e. in fresh
or saline water or with diﬀerent surfactants on the freshly formed bubble
surface, which inﬂuences the spectra and concentration of the bubbles
formed (Chanson et al. 2006).
As an example, in a study by Carey et al. (1993) in a fresh water lake,
bubble clouds were generated by tipping a trough ﬁlled with salt water and
fresh water. In experiments carried out by Kolaini & Crum (1994), the
trials were conducted in an anechoic tank used as a wave making facility
or in bubble plumes generated by a transient cylindrical water jet. In
turn, small amplitude surface waves of the scale of a few decimetres were
generated in a 3D wave laboratory experiment (Tęgowski 2004). But, of all
the various experiments cited above, we believe that only the investigations
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by Kennedy (1992) and Ding & Farmer (1993) were conducted under more
realistic conditions.
It is important to realise that it is not fully understood in what way the
results of experiments performed in fresh water are comparable with those
performed in saline water. In fact, rather controversial results can be found
in the literature regarding the eﬃciency of noise generation in saline and
fresh water during wave breaking simulation. Kolaini (1998) documented
a 3–4 dB increase in the noise pressure level from the bubble cloud in
salt water compared to the similar breaking process in fresh water. This
phenomenon was attributed not only to the changes in the size spectrum of
the bubbles but also to their concentrations after breaking and to changes
in the thermal damping of bubbles. Moreover, bubbles entrained in a salt
water environment are smaller and outnumbered in comparison to a bubble
population in fresh water. This ﬁnding was supported by Cartmill & Su
(1993), who stated that over a broad range of bubble radii from 34 to
1200 mm, there was an increase in bubble density of one order of magnitude
for salt water (30 PSU) versus fresh water.
In contrast to the results of Carey et al. (1993) experiments, the
investigations performed by Kolaini & Crum (1994), Kolaini et al. (1994)
and Kolaini (1998) demonstrated a lower spectral level of noise in fresh
water than in salt water. In turn, Orris & Nicholas (2000) established
that identical jets of fresh and salt water impinging perpendicularly on
a water surface emit noise with diﬀerent spectral-energy characteristics.
The noise level from a fresh-water jet in the 300–1100 Hz frequency range
was 15 dB (!) higher than in a salt-water environment. The authors warned
against comparing data gathered during experiments on sound generation
by turbulent water performed in saline and fresh water.
This paper presents the results of underwater noise measurements
conducted under single plunging wave breaking in the Large Wave Flume
(GWK) at the Forschungszentrum Küste (FZK) in Hanover (Germany).
Owing to the scale of the facility, it was possible to extend earlier
experiments to a larger scale in which wave heights correspond to moderate
sea state conditions when the wind speed reaches values of 15 m s−1 .
Moreover, the total energy of wave packets, which may be up to 900 kJ,
is many orders of magnitude higher than in other laboratory experiments.
It can be reasonably assumed that the noise parameters measured in
the vicinity of such a single plunging breaker should reﬂect wave breaking
in shallow water. However, as in other similar experiments, the quantities
characteristic of the wave breaking process in shallow water may not
adequately represent conditions in the open deep sea.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy discusses and gives
examples of the energy and spectral parameters of breakers generated during
the experiment. In section 3 the acoustic setup, methods and signal postprocessing are reported. Section 4 presents the acoustic noise parameters
during the experiment. The outcomes of these sections are combined in
section 5, which gives relationships between the noise energy and surface
wave energy and derives the algorithm for computing the acoustic energy
generated during the breaking process on the basis of ray acoustics. Finally,
the results of the experiments are discussed.

2. Surface wave measurements and processing
2.1. Wave channel

2m

7m

The experiments were conducted in the Large Wave Flume (GWK) at
the Forschungszentrum Küste (FZK) in Hanover (Germany). The channel
(overall length 307 m, depth 7 m, width 5 m) was ﬁlled with fresh water at
a temperature of 6◦ C at the moment of the experiment (Figure 1).

1:

5m

6

4m
307 m

Figure 1. Large Wave Flume (GWK) and measurement setup

Single wave breakers were produced by a computer-operated mechanical
piston-type wave maker. Due to the constructive interference of diﬀerent
wavelength components of a wave packet travelling with diﬀerent phase
velocities, single breaking events are created with the required amplitude
and at the required point. Free surface elevations were recorded using
the set of 12 wave gauges non-equidistantly attached to the channel wall.
The geometry of the wave gauge allocation throughout the experiments is
illustrated in Figure 2.
The wave gauge locations are shown as vertical lines with circles at the
top. The sampling frequency of the surface elevation data was 200 Hz and
16-bit resolution for each channel with samples taken simultaneously. After
low-pass ﬁltering with fcutoff equal to 2 Hz, surface elevation data were
resampled with a 4:1 ratio.
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Figure 2. Positions of the wave gauges during the experiment and an example of
the history of changes of the maximum and minimum surface elevation (relative to
the undisturbed water level) registered along the channel in a wave train

This experiment was complemented with the registration of the acoustic
noise at two points, positioned on both sides of the wave breaking zone. For
correct interpretation of the acoustic results, visual observation and video
recording of the water surface displacement were done concurrently.
2.2. Wave characteristics
The plunging events were generated using single wave packets with
linearly decreasing frequency and increasing amplitude. A wave train was
generated by a computer-controlled wave generator in such a way that the
wave energy was focused at an arranged location and resulted in a plunging
breaker. The breakers with a wave height above 1.6 m broke with the
formation of a plunging jet at the crest and subsequent splash. In all of the
runs, after plunging, the waves evolved into quasi-spilling waves, a bora-like
form. However, for the highest-energy waves it was observed that the ﬁrst
higher splash was followed by another one.
Runs were repeated three times for each wave height with exactly the
same wave generator time series. Altogether 22 runs were completed, and in
three cases spilling breaker events were generated for diﬀerent wave packet
energies. To be sure that the noise results were entirely repeatable, each
wave packet generation was followed by a period of calm lasting about 20–30
minutes, which allowed the water surface to settle and the bubbles produced
earlier to dissipate. The character of the wave propagation ranged between
the intermediate and deep type of gravity waves.
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surface elevation [m]

The maximum wave height recorded in the experiment and deﬁned as
the crest-to-trough distance before the breaking point was 2.7 m, which
corresponds to open sea wave conditions with a force 4–6 wind. Examples
of time series of the water surface elevation in a wave packet propagated
down the channel are presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of a wave packet registered along the Wave Flume
at various wave gauges. The breaking area is located between the gauges positioned
at 118.0 and 126.2 m (bold lines)

The surface elevation displacement data were registered at distances
from the wave maker of 84.85, 90.29, 118.0, 126.22, 151.20 and 176.30
metres. Figure 3 illustrates wave packets with periods t of components
ranging between 1.29 and 4.28 seconds.
The evolution of the wave packet registered at two adjoining wave
gauges is presented in Figure 4. The main frequency components were
easily recognized and the local phase velocity for each of them was readily
determined from an estimate of the retardation time between two local
maxima.
In general, the estimation of wave energy ﬂux requires full information
about the velocity and pressure ﬁelds recorded at the same time as the
surface displacement. In practice, however, realistic values were obtained
only if the group velocity of a wave packet and the surface displacement
were known (e.g. Nepf et al. 1998, Massel 2013).
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Figure 4. The dispersion of frequency components in a wave packet. The diﬀerent
frequency components are easily recognized, and the local phase velocity for each
of them was readily estimated

According to the equipartition hypothesis within the framework of linear
wave theory, it was assumed that the total energy of a wave packet was twice
its potential energy.
As a consequence of wave velocity dispersion, the shape of the wave
packets gradually changed and the group velocity was computed within two
clusters of three closely-grouped wave gauges. Some diﬃculties cropped up
in the identiﬁcation of the correct time lag near the breaking zone because
of substantial changes in the wave packet form between successive wave
gauges. The surface displacement time series were collected from the group
of three wave gauges placed ahead of the breaking point and from another
three positioned down the channel reasonably far from the aerated region
of the breaker.
The potential energy Ep of a wave train in the wave channel at position
xi can be expressed as follows:
Z
1
Ep (xi ) = ρw gLCg (xi ) ς 2 (t)dt,
(1)
2
τ

where ρw – water density, g – acceleration due to gravity, Cg – group velocity
of a wave packet, L – channel width, τ – integration time chosen on the basis
of the wave packet persistence (limited to the time during which regular
surface wave phase changes were being observed), ς – water surface elevation
recorded at the wave staﬀ.
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The group velocity is calculated from an estimate of the cross-correlation
function of the surface elevation time series. Time series recorded at
successive pairs of wave gauges were correlated and the time delay of
the maximum cross-correlation function was used to calculate the mean
group velocity of a packet Cg (i, i + 1) between two adjacent wave recorders
designated i and i + 1, where i ∈ [1, N − 1], N = 12. The correlation function
Rij of two surface water displacement time series ζi and ζj registered at the
wave gauges i and j is deﬁned as
Rij (xi ; xj , τ ) = E {ζ(xi ; t + τ )ζ(xj ; t)} ,

(2)

where E{·} denotes the expectation operator.
The mean group or phase velocities are calculated between adjacent
pairs of wave gauges, i.e. with positions of (xi , xi+1 ). Consequently, in
order to estimate the group velocity at the i-th wave gauge, Cg (xi , xi+1 )
was interpolated at the wave gauge positions.
The wave gauge positions were selected at points where the changes in
wave packet shape were rather insigniﬁcant.
Representative results of cross-correlation functions obtained for a breaker are exempliﬁed in Figure 5.
The group speeds of wave packets were found to be in the 3–6 m s−1
range. The dissipation of wave packet energy was estimated on the basis of
the surface elevation time series acquired from selected wave gauges. The
two sets of group velocities were computed on the basis of the time series
obtained at wave gauges 2, 3 and 4 placed before the breaking area (at
distances 81.15, 84.85 and 90.29 m from the wave maker) and at wave gauges
8, 9 and 10 placed after the breaking point (at 176.30, 177.4 and 180.0 m).
It was assumed that at the position of the second wave gauge cluster, any
inaccuracy in the estimation of the surface displacement associated with the
eﬀects of gas bubbles and the further rise of the water level after breaking
was moderate. The average of a minimum of 3 runs for each wave height
gives a wave packet’s ensemble average.
It was observed that the group velocity varied along the channel, i.e. in
relation to the diﬀerent wave spectral components. The group velocity of
a wave train reached maximum values when it achieved its greatest height,
immediately before wave breaking. Moreover, the mean wave group velocity
is characteristic of transitional waves and is less than the phase wave velocity
of shallow water waves, which is 7 m s−1 for a mean water depth of 5 m
(Massel 2013).
In turn, the wave packet energy usually reached a minimum at the wave
gauge situated 126 m from the wave maker. This is due to the innacuracy
in the wave gauge readings near the breaking point because of the impact
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Figure 5. The cross-correlation functions of the surface elevation time series for
diﬀerent pairs of wave gauges. The wave gauge numbers are given in the upper left
corners of the plots; the smaller number refers to the position closer to the wave
maker, as shown in Figure 2

of air bubbles. The reduction in the wave packet energy caused by friction
along the bottom and the tank walls is insigniﬁcant compared to the energy
losses incurred during wave breaking. Consequently, the diﬀerences in wave
energy before and after the collapse of a single wave may be regarded as the
dissipation due to wave breaking only.
The dependence of the energy dissipation rate in the breaking process
on diﬀerent initial wave-packet energies is shown in Figure 6. It is evident
that the dissipation rate in breaking waves is sensitive to the character of
the wave. Owing to the diﬀerent spectra of the wave packets, spilling waves
were generated in the three events. Dissipation rates in the breaking waves
are clearly distinguished in the ﬁgure between spilling events, shown by
diamonds, and plunging breakers, indicated by squares. The dissipation
rates are noticeably lower for spillers than for plunging breakers.
The absolute values of the dissipated energy for plunging wave packets
lie between 22 and 320 kJ. The results are comparable with the predicted
rate of energy dissipation per unit length of the wave crest (more precisely, the mean wave energy dissipation at the unit wave crest per unit
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time), initially proposed by Duncan (1981) and later corrected by Melville
(1994):
εL = a 10−3 ρw Cp5 /g,

(3)

where a – coeﬃcient estimated by Melville (1994) in the range a ∈ 3.2–16,
with a lower value for spilling breakers and a higher one for more severe
plungers, and Cp – wave phase speed.
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Figure 6. The dependence of the energy dissipation rate during wave breaking as
a function of the initial wave energy in a wave packet. Spilling events are marked
by diamonds (♦), and plunging breakers by squares ()

For plungers, the predicted wave energy dissipation rate in a 5 metre
wide channel is of the same order as that found in our experiments:
63.5 kJ s−1 for the stormiest waves (for a = 16) and for a phase speed
of the dominant component in the spectra equal to 6 m s−1 .
The rate of energy dissipation during plunging depends nonlinearly on
the initial energy. With increasing packet energy, the dissipation rate rises
from about 15% for the lower-energy waves to nearly 40% in the largest
turbulent wave breaking, which is in quantitative agreement with earlier
investigations (Melville 1994). However, for the most violent breakers with
a wave height of ca 2.7 m, dissipation processes became saturated.

3. Noise measurements and processing
Acoustic noise recordings were performed using two home-made omnidirectional hydrophones placed at 2 m depth and 4 m apart horizontally along
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the channel axis (Figure 1). The location of the hydrophones in the channel
changed from approximately 110 to 130 m relative to the wave generator.
The hydrophones were attached to a mobile observation platform positioned
slightly behind the most intensive breaking area. Because the recording
was conducted near the breaking point, it was rational to expect that the
spectrum of the recorded noise would appropriately reproduce the spectrum
of the source, i.e. acoustically active bubbles.
The acoustic signal was acquired with a 16-bit resolution Gage Analog
Digital Converter with sampling rates in each of the two channels equal
to 50 Ksamples s−1 . Sound registration was started in advance of a wave
packet approaching the platform.
To prevent saturation of the preampliﬁer by hydrodynamic pressure
from the oscillating water surface level, which is many orders of magnitude
greater than the acoustic signal, the high-pass analogue ﬁlter was set at
the preampliﬁer input. The preampliﬁer bandwidth was in the range
from 350 Hz to 35 kHz. Additionally, a low-pass ﬁlter was installed to
match the Nyquist frequency limit. The hydrophones were calibrated
at low frequencies in the sea and at high frequencies in the calibration
tank, using as reference the manufacturer’s calibrated Brüel-Kjær type 8104
hydrophone. The results of calibration tests showed that the hydrophones
had an approximately spherical directivity pattern and a ﬂat frequency
response in the broad operating frequency range.
Since collective oscillations of bubbles in a bubble plume are usually
observed at frequencies below 400 Hz (Schindall & Heitmeyer 1996), the
registered and analysed component of the noise should be related to sound
generated by single bubbles or small air pockets, rather than to bubble
clouds as a whole.
In order to estimate the duration of the noise generated by active
bubbles, the background noise level of the ﬂume was taken into account. The
averaged background noise spectra were summed before and after surface
wave packet propagation, and their levels were taken to be the minimum
spectra level of a breaking signal.
The sound records were stored on a disk and post-processed. Highresolution power spectra were calculated using the FFT algorithm of subsamples with a rectangular window and averaged in 1024 frequency bands.
One-third octave frequency band spectra were calculated with a set of
numerical ﬁlters with centre frequencies equally spaced on the logarithmic
scale (350, 400, 500, . . . , 12 500 Hz).
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4. Characteristic features of the noise
Regardless of the diﬀerent sound propagation conditions in the wave
channel compared to the deep ocean and reported diﬀerences in the bubble
size spectra in fresh and saline water, the obtained slopes of the noise
spectrum level are only slightly diﬀerent to those obtained in the sea from
plunging breakers (Deane 1997, Means & Heitmeyer 2002). The broad
maximum in the acoustic spectrum of the breaking event occurs between
500 and 2000 Hz, with the peak at 1 kHz, which is commonly reported for
open sea observations.
Examples of the time evolution of the noise power spectral density for
the period of breaking registered at both hydrophones in the selected 1/3
octave frequency bands are given in Figure 7.
b
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Figure 7. Temporal evolution of the noise spectrum level during a breaking event.
Spectra are averaged in 1/3-octave frequency bands [dB re 1 µPa2 /Hz]. The
instantaneous spectrum measured upstream 4 m from the breaking area (a) and
beneath the breaking area (b)

It was observed that at the hydrophone situated nearer to the wave
generator, the noise level began to increase as the wave was approaching,
before breaking occurred. It is thought that the noise preceding breaking
could be produced by the turbulence of the surging water mass near
the channel walls and by bubble formation processes at the wave edge.
Moreover, it was observed during the experiments that the crest of an
incipient plunger was bubbling slightly; this could have been responsible
for the observed precursor of the signal’s main fraction. A similar precursor
stage of the noise was reported in the sea observations conducted by Deane
(1997) for spillers and by Bass & Hay (1998) for plungers. This inclines one
to reject the hypothesis that processes associated with friction along the
channel sides may create a substantial fraction of the precursor noise.
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The sound became signiﬁcantly louder when the wave edge overturned
and hit the water surface at the wave trough; the duration of this phase
was about half a second. The most important diﬀerences in the noise
characteristics between the two hydrophones were its intensities. The
diﬀerence in noise level at the hydrophones was about 4 dB. The higher
signal level was registered at the hydrophone positioned inside or, in the
case of lower wave heights, under the breaking volume. Despite the high
level of noise generated during wave breaking, squeaks emitted by the
wave generator mechanisms and spikes associated with the jerking of the
hydrophones by the turbulent wave stream were audible.
The temporal changes of noise spectral signatures during the breaking
process registered at both hydrophones are illustrated in Figure 8.
The upper panel in Figure 8 shows the noise levels computed at 0.08 s
intervals for the whole registered frequency band, i.e. 350–12 500 Hz. The
middle panel shows the mean frequency (deﬁned as the ratio of the 1st
spectral moment to the 0th spectral moment – Massel 2013) for the same
frequency range. Using the ordinary least-squares estimation method, the

Figure 8. Temporal evolution of the mean-square of the acoustic pressure and
selected spectral parameters of the noise (mean frequency and noise spectra slope)
during wave breaking. The noise was registered beneath the bubble plume (blue
curves) and 4 m upstream of the breaking area (green curves). The data are for
H = 1.8 m of a wave packet height
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spectrum slopes [dB/octave] in the frequency range from 1500 to 12 500 Hz
were calculated in the log-log scale (bottom panel). Generally, it was
observed that in the ﬁrst half second during rolling, the mean frequency
displays shifted towards higher frequencies and were correlated with changes
in the spectral slope.
A rapid rise in the pressure amplitude can be seen at the beginning of
the breaking process when the wave edge impinges on the water surface,
after which there is a slow decay with no beats, due mainly to the random
(chaotic) nature of the noise sources. After plunging, the active sound
generation phase depends on the wave intensity, which in our experiments
lasted up to ca 3 s. The noise intensity decayed exponentially in time, and
in the ﬁrst 2–4 s after the maximum value, the noise level in the analysed
frequency band had a characteristic slope: −7 dB s−1 for wave heights
H = 1.6–2.0 m and −4.5 dB s−1 for H = 2.4–2.7 m.
The increase in sound intensity was faster than the decay, which is in
agreement with earlier observations from seashore experiments reported by
Bass & Hay (1998).
The negative slope of the spectrum above 1500 Hz was about −6
dB/octave, momentarily reaching a minimum value up to −10 dB/octave
in the ﬁrst second of breaking. In the last phase of breaking, the highfrequency portions of the sound spectra had negative slopes of from about
−5 to −6 dB/octave, which were similar to the values recorded for noise
spectra in the Ocean.
It was also noticed that at the plunging instant, the location of the mean
frequency was shifted towards higher frequencies. This may have been due
to the greater contribution of individual bubble oscillations to the whole
noise ﬁeld. The slope of these spectra begins at higher frequencies and is
the same as that reported by Means & Heitmeyer (2002) in the surf zone.
It is also the same, though at lower frequencies, as that obtained from the
wave tank measurements performed by Papanicolaou & Raichlen (1988).
For frequencies above 2 kHz, the slope of the spectrum was lower compared
to Means & Heitmeyer’s (2002) observations, where the spectral envelope
for plunging waves was −10 dB/octave and for spillers was −8.3 dB/octave,
or −15 dB/octave as reported by Deane (1997).
It is characteristic of the mean spectra that with increasing energy in
the wave packets (in our case – with increasing wave height), the maximum
is relocated towards higher frequencies.
Although the registered noise spectra are reasonably similar for all wave
heights, their levels do depend slightly on the position of the hydrophone(s)
(Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Noise spectra averaged over a single breaking event for wave heights
H = 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.4, and 2.8 m outside the breaking area (dashed line) and
beneath the breaking area (dash-dot line)

The diﬀerences in noise spectra obtained here and in other laboratory
experiments could also be attributed to diﬀerences in surface wave characteristics, or might be aﬀected by the wave tank’s boundary properties.
It is clear that the intensity of the noise recorded in the channel at some
distance from the breaking area, due to multiple reﬂections from the water
surface, tank bottom and walls, should be higher than in an unlimited space.
Similarly, some diﬀerences between our noise spectra and the noise spectra
registered in the sea (Deane 1997, Bass & Hay 1998) may be due to the fact
that our experiment was performed in fresh water.
Initially, it was thought that predicting the temporal evolution of the
acoustic pressure and its spectra registered outside the bubble cloud on the
basis of noise records within or immediately beneath the breaking volume
might be problematic. Generally, it was assumed that during the most active
phase of breaking, the hydrophone, which was immersed in the bubbleformation zone, registered noise from a relatively small volume surrounding
the observation point. In this case, however, the acoustic properties of the
wave channel walls did not inﬂuence the noise level or noise spectrum. This
is because the sound absorption coeﬃcient in a bubble cloud takes values
from tens to hundreds of dB m−1 (Deane 1997). Hence, the noise recorded
outside a bubble cloud comes only from the thin outer layer.
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5. Noise intensity – wave energy relationships
5.1. Estimating the noise energy
In view of the extension of the sound generation volume in relation
to the channel dimensions and the recording distance, it is inappropriate
to use the model of a dipole point source placed in an unlimited medium
(Kolaini & Crum 1994, Tęgowski 2004) for estimating the source intensity.
At the observation point outside the breaking area, multiple reﬂections at
the channel boundaries result in an increase in the measured sound intensity.
In general, the eﬀect is predicted by the theory of sound in an enclosed space.
However, in our case, the sound sources extended over a signiﬁcant part of
the channel’s cross-section and were additionally accompanied by altered
sound attenuation due to changes in bubble concentration, size spectrum
and entrainment depth. It seems that there is no easy and accurate
method for predicting the inﬂuence of reverberation on the observed source
level.
In order to evaluate the impact of reverberations on the noise level,
the reﬂection coeﬃcient of the channel’s sidewalls and ﬂoor was estimated
on the basis of tests performed with the emission of short omnidirectional
pulses. The ﬁrst hydrophone was placed 0.8 m from the mechanically
generated short pulse source, while the other one was situated 4 m from
the source (on the horizontal axis of the channel). It was noticed that
a signiﬁcant fraction of the acoustic energy arrived from multiple reﬂections
and, typically, several propagation paths between the source and the receiver
were recognized. Autocovariance processing of the signal enabled the ﬁrst
few paths of the scattered signal to be separated. The results of the tests
indicated that the pressure reﬂection coeﬃcient from the channel walls, in
a one-octave frequency band with 5 kHz centre frequency, in the case of
angles of incidence close to vertical, varied around a value of 0.75, which is
quite close to the theoretical prediction for concrete walls.
Furthermore, in order to estimate the inﬂuence of wall reﬂections on the
registered noise level and hence on the calculation of the acoustic energy
emitted by a breaker, the numerical model based on the theory of ‘image’
sources was implemented (Brekhovskikh & Lysanov 1982). The overall
sound ﬁeld registered by the hydrophone is the sum of direct contributions
from noise sources (situated at the boundary of the bubble cloud) and
from a series of ‘image’ sources produced by multiple reﬂections from the
channel’s side walls and ﬂoor, and from the water surface. The total sound
ﬁeld at the hydrophone can be estimated by summing up incoherently the
contributions from each of these sources.
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The pressure reﬂection coeﬃcients at the boundaries α were:
• αx1 = 0 at the surface where the sources are distributed, and αx2 = 0
at the opposite wall (open channel in the upstream direction);
• αS = 0.9 and αB = 0.75 at the water surface and the channel ﬂoor
respectively;
• αW 1 = αW 2 = 0.75 at the channel walls.
~ = [xr , yr , zr ] from an elemental source with unit
The pressure at X
~ ′ = [xs , ys , zs ] can be schematically stated
amplitude positioned at point X
as the sum:
~ X
~ ′ ) = δ[t − (r0 /cw )] + δ[t − (rB /cw )] αB +
p(t, X,
r0
rB
δ[t − (rS /cw )]
δ[t − (rW 1 /cw )]
+
αS +
αW + . . .
rS
rW 1
δ[t − (rBS /cw )]
δ[t − (rW 2 /cw )]
αW +
αB αS +
+
rW 2
rBS
δ[t − (rSB /cw )]
δ[t − (rSW /cw )]
+
αB αS +
αW αS + . . . ,
rSB
rSW

(4)

where r – the length of the path from the elemental ‘image’ source to the
receiver through reﬂections at the bottom, side walls and water surface,
rBS – the path between a source and the receiver reﬂected from the channel
bottom (B), the channel wall (W ) and the water surface (S), αS – the
Rayleigh reﬂection coeﬃcient at the water surface, αB = αW between the
water and the channel’s hard boundaries, δ – the Dirac delta function.
~ X
~ ′ ) calculated along
The series was truncated when the level of p(t, X,
a path was below −20 dB (in relation to the pressure at unit distance).
Figure 10 depicts the noise source random distribution on a semi-cylindrical
surface (shaded) and gives examples of sound paths between a source and
the point of observation (with designated pressure reﬂection coeﬃcients).
The excess ampliﬁcation due to multiple reﬂections, deﬁned as the ratio
~ to the free-ﬁeld sound
of the total sound energy at the receiver location X
energy at the same point from the extended source of the same size was
calculated using equation (4).
For a more detailed explanation, the reader is referred to the literature
(e.g. Allen & Berkley 1979, Hammad 1988). A similar method, though
limited to the 2D case, was used by Deane (2000) in his analysis of the
inﬂuence of the bubble curtain on noise absorption in a very shallow sea.
The estimates were obtained by making some simplifying assumptions.
The propagation paths between sources located on a bubble cloud of known
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Figure 10. Distribution of elemental noise sources on a semi-cylindrical surface
and the sound paths: examples between the source XS and the point of noise
registration Xobs located upstream of the breaking area

geometry and the receiver are straight lines. The type of wall material
(ﬂat, compressed concrete surfaces) meant that sound diﬀusion could be
disregarded and that the reﬂection coeﬃcient of the boundaries could be
assumed independent of the angle of incidence.
It was considered that the noise ﬁeld comes from a continuous distribution of random monopole sources located in the thin shell that makes up
the surface of the horizontal semi-cylinder of radius equal to the bubble
entrainment depth and the axis of which lies at the undisturbed water
surface. Based on the above model, a set of normalized pulses which
represent the pressure and time delay for paths between point sources and
the receiver was generated.
However, the evaluation of the penetration depth of an acoustically
active bubble cloud in sea water as well as in the channel remains ambiguous.
According to Garret et al. (2000), the maximum penetrating depth of the
cloud under spilling breakers in the sea is about one half of the breaking
wave height. Nevertheless, in a series of experiments performed by Klusek
& Jakacki (1997) in the Baltic Sea, a deeper bubble cloud entrainment,
down to 10 m depth, was observed for a similar wind-wave height.
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In their study carried out in a water tank, Chanson & Lee (1997)
proposed an empirical dependence between breaker parameters and bubble
entrainment depth. These authors gave a functional relationship between
the relative wave energy dissipation, wave amplitude and bubble penetration
depth. Transformation of their formula (4) enabled the bubble entrainment
depth to be obtained as a function of the single trial wave packet parameters
– the relative energy dissipation in the breaker and the wave height before
breaking:


1 ∆E 1/0.624
Dp = 0.5Hmax
,
(5)
31.2 Einit
where Hmax – maximum wave height; Dp – bubble entrainment depth; Einit
– total wave packet energy before breaking, ∆E – wave energy dissipation.
According to formula (5), the bubble cloud entrains to depths from 0.3
to 1.8 m, and the hydrophone placed at the position of the breaking area is
situated somewhat below the bubble cloud (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Predicted bubble penetration depth as a function of the initial wave
packet energy, according to the formula given by Chanson & Lee (1997). The
symbols (×) and (♦) refer to spilling and plunging waves respectively

Determining the evolution of the bubble cloud and the entrainment
depth Dp of acoustically active bubbles during breaking is a complex and
still insuﬃciently understood problem. Newly formed bubbles are pushed
to the leading edge of the breaker as it propagates down the channel and
are later transported deeper by turbulent motion. It is believed that
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the noise is generated at the leading edge of the bubble cloud (Kolaini
& Crum 1994, Andrew et al. 2001). So the bubbles located within and on
the upstream boundary of the cloud contribute less to the resulting noise
ﬁeld at long distances as a result of rapid attenuation and scattering in the
bubbling medium. As a result, the noise level is expected to be lower in the
upstream part of the channel space compared to that recorded ahead of the
propagating surface wave. Additionally, the noise level under the breaker,
predicted from the model (eq. (4)), should be lower than that at points of
observation lying some distance from the event. The reason for this may
be simply explained: the sound at the point of breaking comes from the
smaller surface. This was observed in all the experiments except that of the
most violent breaker (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Comparison of temporal changes in the sound pressure recorded at two
points – beneath the breaker (black) and at a position 4 metres upstream (red)

The noise from the sources distributed on the shoreward side of the
bubble cloud can propagate only into acoustically transparent water and
cannot pass upstream through it. Since the channel’s walls and bottom
are ﬂat, it is not expected that sound generated at the leading edge of the
plume is scattered backwards. So, upstream of the breaking area, the noise
is registered solely from the sources placed to the rear and at the bottom of
the plume.
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The mean intensity of the noise Π [J s−1 m−2 ] registered by the
hydrophone over the breaking action is obtained by integrating the acoustic
square pressure (Medwin & Clay 1998):
1 1
Π=
ρw cw T

ZT

2
Pac
(t)dt,

(6)

o

where ρw – water density, cw – speed of sound in water, T – duration of
breaking event, Pac – acoustic pressure.
The wave-breaking noise level was obtained after subtracting the
multiple scattering from the recorded noise intensity. From the numerical
model it follows that at the distances applied in the experiments, an
approximately even distribution of intensity over the whole channel crosssection can be assumed. Therefore, by measuring the mean square of the
acoustic pressure at a ﬁxed point in the ﬂume, determination of the total
radiated energy ﬂux leaving the breaking area is feasible.
It was estimated that at the point of observation with coordinates Xobs
[4, 2.5, −2] m, in case of a roller of radius 1.0 m (with the axis on the
water surface perpendicular to the long axis of the ﬂume cross-section)
and the sources distributed on the semi-cylindrical surface (Figure 10), the
computed sound pressure in the semi-closed channel increased nearly four
times compared to a boundless medium or in the case of complete absorption
by the walls.
In general, there is qualitative agreement between the model and the
results of the reverberation test experiments conducted with the short pulse
source.
When computing the intensity of a noise source, an additional source of
error in the calculation could be the spatial oﬀset between the hydrophone
site and the location of the noise area. These errors are not easy to quantify
owing to wave progression and transformation of the breaking volume.
The estimated acoustic energy generated from a breaker bubble plume
as a function of the dissipated energy of the surface wave packet for diﬀerent
breaking intensities is presented in Figure 13.
The results show that the rate of acoustic to wave energy ranges from
0.1 × 10−8 to 0.9 × 10−8 , depending upon the severity of the breaker. The
eﬃciency of noise generation observed in our experiment is in the range
comparable to this kind of experiments (Table 1). Only in the experiments
performed by Ding & Farmer (1993) in the sea was the acoustic power
radiated by breaking waves 1.6 × 10−10 of the rate of dissipated energy,
that is, less than the observed values.
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Figure 13. Dependence of the radiated acoustic energy on wave-packet energy
dissipation. Upper panel – near breaker, lower panel – 4 m upstream
Table 1. Ratio of acoustic noise energy to wave energy dissipated in the
breaking/plunging events presented by diﬀerent authors
Authors

Type of
experiment

Ratio of acoustic
energy to the energy
dissipated in a breaking
wave event

Ratio of acoustic
to wave energy

Ding & Farmer
(1983, revised 1984)

deep ocean

1.6 × 10−10
0.6 × 10−8 –4.0 × 10−8

Lamarre & Melville
(1991)

laboratory

10−8

Kennedy (1992)

ocean

10−6 –10−8

Carey et al.
(1993)∗

lake

0.3 × 10−8 –2.3 × 10−8

Kolaini & Crum
(1994)

tank

0.8 × 10−7 –1.09 × 10−6
(depending on the
wave energy)

Tęgowski (2004)∗∗

shallow tank

1.0 × 10−7 –4.1 × 10−7

this experiment

wave ﬂume
– high wave
heights

0.1 × 10−8
to 0.9 × 10−8
(depending on the wave
energy)

Ratio of the acoustic energy to the potential energy of a breaking event produced by
tipping. ∗∗ Ratio of the mean acoustic energy to the energy dissipated in a breaking wave.

∗
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Some investigators have stated that the most active noise sources are
distributed at the leading edge of the overturning wave (Deane 1997, Andrew
et al. 2001). So there is a considerable probability that the noise is
transmitted preferably forwards, towards still and bubble-free water, and
that the sound level in front of a breaker is not comparable with that on
the opposite side of the plume.

6. Summary
This research eﬀort focused on investigating the dependence of acoustic
noise energy on the dissipation of a single plunging wave’s energy. The wave
packets generated were of far higher energy than those obtained in typical
laboratory experiments combining wave breaking and the accompanying
acoustic noise.
The experiment was conducted in laboratory conditions with the wave
packet energy ranging from 100 to 900 kJ. The results show that the rate
of acoustic to wave energy is from 0.1 × 10−8 to 0.9 × 10−8 , depending upon
the intensity of the breaking event.
The importance of these studies is that for the ﬁrst time the acoustic
energy produced by a very high energy breaking wave was measured and
compared with other experiments. The ﬁndings of the present work are
diﬀerent from earlier studies, which explored lower-energy breaking events.
It is believed that the large scale of the waves used in the experiments could
also have caused this diﬀerence.
In our opinion, the result appears to oﬀer a partial explanation at least
of the saturation of the functional quadratic dependence between noise and
wind speed/wave height in the sea under strong wind conditions. Farmer
& Vagle (1989) explained this as being the eﬀect of increasing attenuation
of the noise propagated in the waveguide caused by the near-surface bubble
layer.
Although the general picture of the relationships between noise and
wave characteristics seems to be established, data on noise registration with
hydrophones arranged in another conﬁguration need to be gathered with
diﬀerent surface wave spectra. Due to the fact that one of the hydrophones
was situated behind the overturning wave, only the noise emitted upstream
of the channel (or downward of the bubbles) was registered. This part of the
emitted acoustic energy probably constitutes the smaller part of the entire
radiated acoustic energy, and experiments performed with hydrophones
placed on either side of the breaking area could well provide more reliable
results
The spectral source level density of the noise generated under the
plunging breaking wave presented here should be considered solely as
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an estimate; on the other hand, however, it may be very useful for estimating
ambient noise levels due to breakers in the surf zone. For incipiently or
calmly breaking waves typical of wind-wave conditions in a moderate ocean
environment, the situation could be quite diﬀerent. The characteristic
patterns in the spectral parameters of the registered noise appear to be
comparable to Ocean data.
In comparison to the data obtained by Ding & Farmer (1993), the lower
ratios of acoustic noise energy to surface wave energy dissipation during
breaking observed here could be explained as the result of the consistently
smaller number of acoustically active gas bubbles produced in fresh water
than in saline water.
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